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The final paragraphs of last year’s Annual Report went beyond 30 June 2021 to outline 
sudden changes following the Taliban’s entry into Kabul in August and their takeover of 
Afghanistan. 

July 2021:  Situation in Afghanistan dire, former Director, Mursal Rahimi/Nazari returns 
to Kabul where she feels safer. 
August/September 2021:  Rapidly changing situation in Afghanistan, Taliban returns.  
8 September 2021, VTC reports, “This situation is very painful for all of us, and no one 
knows the future of Afghanistan. We would love to start our center soon, but it seems 
that Taliban will not allow women to attend school and vocational center. But we, the 
OPWAC, have not lost hope and we have plan to re-open our center when situation get 
better, but we may change the way we do things. For now, we gave some activities to 
the students to work at home because they are free to focus on their homework.” 
23 August 2021:  Mursal, her husband and three-year-old daughter granted special 
humanitarian visa for Australia. 
6 October 2021:  Advised Parwana appointed the new Director of the 
Vocational Training Centre, staffed by members of the Organisation for Promotion of 
Afghan Women’s Capabilities (OPAWC). 
8 October 2021:  Mursal and family arrive in Adelaide. Met at airport, and settled with 
ongoing practical support from SAWA Committee, AMES and Anglicare. 

Looking back, it was a time of considerable confusion as communication between SAWA(SA) 
and the Vocational Training Centre (VTC) became disappointingly irregular, and we did not 
know if or when the Centre would re-open. In September 2021 the Centre remained 
closed, but by October we were advised that Parwana had been appointed its new Director. 
Parwana brings a wealth of experience to the Centre. She started her career as a teacher and 
then became involved in capacity building programs for women, over the years working with 
many organisations that supported women. Parwana understands the problems women face 
and works to empower women so they can be independent, free from violence and able to 
make their own decisions.   

During a Zoom meeting in December 2021, Parwana explained how the Centre was 
managing to operate by maintaining a low profile under Taliban restrictions. She also 
highlighted the difficulties involved in accessing funds in the Centre’s bank account. 
Communications with the Centre have now improved, and we are able to regularly exchange 
emails, WhatsApp messages and calls, as well as have occasional online meetings with 
Parwana and her staff. However, these can be frustrating as internet connections are not 
always reliable.   

The changed situation in Afghanistan resulted in a larger than usual amount of donations to 
SAWA(SA) but it was not possible to transfer funds to the Centre because the Afghan banking 
system had essentially collapsed. We felt the need to send at least some of the money we 
held to Afghanistan, so the AGM in November 2021 approved the donation of some 
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SAWA(SA) funds to organisations that were in a position to deliver emergency welfare relief. 
By the time we had donated $2,000 to Mahboba’s Promise in Sydney, things were looking 
better, and we were able to send funds directly to the VTC ourselves. We also agreed that 
the Centre could use some of the funds it had on hand to provide welfare relief to needy 
families identified by the Centre. Thanks to the recommendation of a local SAWA(SA) 
member we have now been introduced to Etemad Financial Services based in Adelaide and 
have successfully used this service to send funds to the Centre to meet its projected 
budget for the current year. In addition, on 1 July 2022, we sent US$5,000 to the Centre for 
food and hygiene packages to be delivered to families affected by the earthquake in the 
Kohst region in June.

Covid-19 restrictions hampered our fundraising and social 
activities, however, we did manage to organise two 
fundraising events. On 31 March 2022, the Covid-delayed 
Kabul Peace House presentation by author Mark Isaacs took 
place at The Joinery on Franklin Street. This joint event with 
Amnesty International and the Women’s International 
League for Peace & Freedom was well received and featured 
a strong, moving speech by committee member Farahnaz 
Haidari who reflected on the impact of the events of August 
2021 on herself, her family in Adelaide and Afghans around 
Australia. Then on 26 June 2022, Adelaide writer and 
historian Pamela Rajkowski gave a presentation In the Tracks 
of the Camelmen at the Minor Works Building, Stamford 
Court. Most in the audience were surprised to learn of the 
huge yet unsung contribution made to the opening-up of 
Australia, in particular its wool industry and the overland 
telegraph, by the Afghan Cameleers. From the 1860s camels 
acted as a lifeline for the inland regions of Australia as they 
forged new paths across the heart of the country.  To boost 
the fundraising potential of these and similar events, 
committee member Julie Irwin arranged for SAWA(SA) to 
acquire a Tyro machine to enable online payments at public 
fundraising events. 

In October 2021 and by invitation, SAWA(SA) lodged a written Submission to the Senate 
Inquiry into Australia’s engagement in Afghanistan. Many thanks to Ruth Russell and 
Margaret Gadd for this excellent submission which was published on the Senate Committee’s 
webpage. A copy of the Senate Committee’s final report is available on their website. 

Shortly after the Taliban takeover, SAWA(SA) was asked to assist a number of current and 
former staff from OPAWC who felt (and still feel) threatened by the Taliban and wished to 
apply for Australian Humanitarian visas. In all, 19 applications were lodged on behalf of these 
individuals and their families by volunteers from SAWA(SA)’s committee. Processing of these 
applications has been very slow as the Department of Home Affairs is dealing with over 
200,000 such applications and it will be a long time before the success or otherwise of these 
applications is known.  

Mark Isaacs and Farahnaz 
Haidari at Kabul Peace House 

presentation 
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At the AGM in November 2021, long-term Committee members Kath Jones and Christine 
Gamble retired after serving 11 and 10 years respectively. Then in February 2022, Ruth 
Russell, who joined the committee in 2017, also retired. Their valuable contributions over 
the years are acknowledged and sincerely appreciated. New members appointed to the 
Committee at the AGM were Mursal Nazari/Rahimi, Jill Brooking and Marie Christodulaki.   

SAWA(SA)’s committee continued to meet regularly throughout the year, sometimes solely 
online. Face to face meetings are the most satisfactory, whilst the ability for some members 
to join online when more convenient gives everyone a voice even though not in the room. 
We are particularly pleased that Marie joins us each time from Melbourne, and hope that 
one day we will get to meet her in person. A special meeting to review/update our Strategic 
Plan, Website and Communications Strategy was held in May 2022 and will be repeated 
every twelve months.   

What started as a very uncertain year has ended on a positive note with the Vocational 
Training Centre again providing educational services to its local community as well as sending 
regular updates on its activities to the SAWA(SA) Committee. The loyal support of 
SAWA(SA)’s members, supporters and friends who work together to provide the money that 
funds the Centre is most sincerely valued and appreciated. Thank you all so much.   

Life for Mursal, her husband and their daughter has changed forever. They are settling well, 
making friends, joining in working-bees and bring-&-share dinners with neighbours in their 
apartment complex, and enjoying a quiet life free from bomb blasts and chaos. Both Mursal 
and Amamnazar are studying English full-time at TAFE; Awen is at kindy and even has a hint 
of an Aussie accent! 

Finally, but not least, my sincere thanks to all of the SAWA(SA) Committee for your tireless 
work to improve the lives of at least some of Afghanistan’s women and children, for your 
dedication and friendship. We have each found our best way to contribute:   
Carol Shamsabadi (Treasurer), Julie Irwin (Public Officer and Database), Ruth Redfern, 
Margaret Gadd (Newsletter Editor), Farahnaz Haidari (Website), Marie Christodulaki 
(Newsletter assistance and Website), Jill Brooking (Merchandise and Fundraising), Mursal 
Nazari (VTC/OPAWC liaison). 

Maureen Arnott 
Convenor, SAWA - Australia (SA) Committee 
30 June 2022 
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Project Title Vocational Training Centre (VTC) 
Project location/site  Kabul, Afghanistan  
Number of beneficiaries 260 people  
Project Budget USD 55, 392 
Donor Agency  Support Association for the Women of Afghanistan – (SAWA) 
ACRONYMS of implementing partner  Organization of promoting Afghan Women’s Capabilities 
Project Period  xxxx 

1.1 Executive Summary 

OPAWC`S VTC in Kabul, funded by SAWA 

Australia began to operate in 2008 providing 

resources to the community in that poorest 

area. Since its inception, this project 

continued to offer vocational and literacy 

classes to hundreds of Afghan women and 

girls who, for plenty of reasons, were denied 

to formal education. The overall investment of 

this project is based on the understanding 

that such classes will empower the women 

and girls to gain formal education and also 

earning skills. 

Since the beginning, SAWA – Australia 

remained the prime donor for VTC, 

contributed an average of $50,000 budget 

annually. SAWA- Australia donated USA 

55,392 USD to cover the annual budget for 

2022 that was allocated from January to 

December. This year budget had been 

designed to provide handicraft and literacy 

classes, English class, computer and also 

production workshop to around 260 women 

and girls. 

The Vocational training center in Kabul was 

mainly designed to provide capacity building 

programs for women and girls to make them 

self-sufficient. However, in the past two years 

due to the outbreak of COVID 19 in early 

2020 and due to change in regime in 2021, 

the activities were somehow effected by 

these changes. Yet, OPAWC always found 

new ways and methods to help and aid the 

women and girls who were welling to have a 

dignify life and to be accepted as a honorable 

person in the family. 

Why this Project? Project Background 
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1.2 TARGETED POPULATION

 

 

 

Community: VTC is located in Afshar district of 

Kabul, with more than 100,000 people 

population.  And the majority of the population is 

the Hazara people. Those are the poorest and 

most deprived people in Afghanistan. Afshar is 

the warlord`s city and stile it is the poorest area 

of Kabul. So OPAWC working continuously in 

this area to help people come out of the misery 

and make their destiny themselves. 

Almost 90% of our beneficiaries are from this 

area. And all of them are those who have been 

deprived of education during the criminal wars in 

Kabul or those are unable to attend school 

because of poverty. 

The people of Afshar region of Kabul suffered a lot of suffering 

and darkness over the years, especially in the civil wars of 

Kabul in 1992. They were subjected to torture and on the border 

of the danger of the Kushi generation by the forces of the jungle 

warlords, and they have been deprived of education and social 

facilities for years. Since the Afshar region is located on the 

edge of the mountain and most of the low-income and poor 

people were and remain in this life. The people of this area are 

mostly Hazara people who have been living here for many 

years and have bitter and dark memories of the past. 

  Afshar children in VTC – Kabul, AFG 
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1.3 TAILORING TRAININGS 

Tailoring class in VTC, OPAWC 

 

 

Hiring a good sewing teacher is the first step for 

the organization of vocational trainings for 

women: the teacher needs to be proficient in 

tailoring but also be able to feel close to the 

women, building a good relation. Our teacher 

Shookfa is one of the women who has taken 

care of her son and daughter for many years 

with pain and effort. 

In this class, the teacher tries to make women 

and girls progress in the easiest way and to 

sew the most popular clothes. She uses 

different methods and works with each student 

specifically. There are some students who 

learn quickly and the teacher teaches them 

new ways as their work progresses. And the 

student who learns more slowly will simply 

spend more time on her education. 

Women and girls participate in this class with 

great interest. Despite their pains and 

deprivations, the loud laughter of the women 

attending this center, let us feel some hope for 

the future.  

In this center, we have sewing classes in two 

shifts. 

30 women participate in each session and a

total of 60 women receive sewing training.

We are trying to create more classes so that

more women and girls can benefit from this

project.

Tailoring is one of the most important 

occupations for women. 

Women in Afghanistan have tried to become 

economically self-sufficient in the past twenty 

years. And a number of women were able to 

achieve this goal thanks to their efforts and 

higher education. But the majority of women 

were deprived of the right to education and 

could not get an education due to various 

obstacles, so they tried to earn a living in 

different ways. One of these   is tailoring, and 

with the coming of the Taliban that forced many 

women to leave their jobs and become 

unemployed, women are more and more willing 

to learn tailoring and earn their living through 

this job. 

Sewing is not only a way to earn money, it also 

helps women to get out of their homes and 

meet other women in the community. 

We tried to provide tailoring trainings to these 

women so that they can easily learn this 

profession. 
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1.4 PRODUCTION WORKSHOP 

 

 

  

The Workshop continued to provide a safe and well equipped environment for women to work 

and prepare clothes to be sold in the market. Most of these women did not had the equipment 

and materials to make the clothes at home. Our services enabled them to work for themselves 

and earn money in an easy way. Some of these students were able to raise enough money to 

buy their own equipment and materials and start working from home. As before a room was 

selected for this purpose and the women are able to come and make the clothes that they want 

to make. The materials that was required for making the clothes was bought by OPAWC and 

these women worked on them and made the clothes. When the clothes are sold in the market, 

a percentage of the money was given to the women as their salary or goods profit. 

This activity aims to empower Afghan women 

who are under the border of violence or under 

the pressure of many economic problems to be 

able to learn tailoring in a professional 

environment and also as mentioned to 

encourage them as much as possible. to sell 

their creations in the market and it has been an 

urgent action for women's self-sufficiency. 

Women tailoring skills workshop 

One of students in tailoring classes 

HIGHLIGHT: Aim of the activity 
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1.5 LITERACY COURSES 

 

 

 

 

 

The teaching of literacy is the most 

important activity in the center. 

Due to years of war and insecurity in 

Afghanistan, majority of women were denied 

the right to education. Many women remained 

illiterate over the years and could not get an 

education. However, these women are very 

interested in becoming literate. 

After the closure of all educational 

institutions in the country for teenage 

women, women have shown more and 

more interest in our training courses in 

the current situation and are following 

their classes with full interest. 

With the take-over of Taliban, who are strongly 

against women and are denying women to 

study, women are trying their best and even 

risking their life to get educated. This is their 

reaction to ruling patriarchy and ignorance and 

darkness. The over-aged illiterate women are 

emphasizing that their daughters should get 

educated so they don’t suffer as their mothers. 

The women, who are coming to the center, are 

trying their best to learn to read books, to learn 

how to be good teachers for girls deprived of 

their education. Every day we see mothers who 

try hard not to let their little children experience 

the war and violence that they suffered and 

remain illiterate. 

Today, Afghan women have enough motivation 

to become literate and this activity is very 

valuable so we try to help them. 

We train sixty students daily. 

In two shifts, they come to their classes and 

learn literacy and numeracy. 

HIGHLIGHT: Women showing more 

interest in education after fall down 
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1.6 ENGLISH & COMPUTER CLASSES 

for WOMEN 

 

 

 

 

 

In this center, along with educating women, we also tried to provide an opportunity for girls 

so that they can have hope for the future.  

As you know, with the arrival of the Taliban, many girls were deprived of education and 

school doors were closed to them. In addition to the fact that young girls can no longer go 

to school, educated women and girls have also lost their jobs. They live in despair and 

were forced to stay at home. 

The majority of our English and computer students are adolescent girls who are forced to 

stay at home. Young girls, most of whom suffer from severe depression. We tried to give 

them new hope through these classes. Getting out of the house and being in the 

community gives them hope to fight against despair. With English and computer training, 

they hope that a bright tomorrow is waiting for them and they should try to learn and rebuild 

their beautiful homeland in bright days. 

In the English class, 60 students participate in two shifts a day, and in the computer class, 

we had 15 students at the beginning, and now we have 30 students who study computers 

in two shifts. 

Zahra, one of the students of the English class, was studying in the 11th 

grade, when Taliban took over the power. She says that in the first days 

of the Taliban rule, she was very scared and none of her family 

members could dare to leave the house. Her father was an army man 

and had to hide at home fearing for his life. She was also forced to stay 

at home for months. She got severe depression and even stopped to 

talk to anyone. One of her class fellows encouraged her to come to the 

center and today she feels better seeing other girls and her health is 

improving day by day. She says, “I have found my hope again and I feel 

like we will have good days again!” 

Besides the English class, Zahra also participates in the tailoring class. 

She wants to become a designer in the future and by learning English, 

she can present her work globally.  

How did the project effect Zahra’s life? 
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1.7 CLASSES FOR CHILDREN 

More than half of the population, 24.4 million people, 

need humanitarian assistance, including 12.9 million 

children. Multiple disease outbreaks (measles, acute 

watery diarrhoea, dengue, COVID-19) are ongoing. 

Without access to minimum life-saving services, 

Afghans will suffer cataclysmic effects. 

 

 

 

 

We have reinforcement classes for second and third grade children so 

that they can grow better here in addition to the lessons they study at 

school. We also teach drawing for children, they are very interested in 

drawing and they like to depict their dreams with drawing. 

Fifty children come to this center in two shifts. 

Children are showing intense 

interest in art painting and science 

subjects. 

HIGHLIGHT: According to UNICEF Report; 

HIGHLIGHT: Based on OPAWC findings 

2022
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2. A BRIEF SUMMARY OF OTHER ACTIVITIES OF OPAWC IN 2022

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Distribution of food and hygiene items 

to the earthquake victims of Paktika. (50 

family) 

An earthquake measuring moment magnitude 6.2 

struck southeastern regions of Afghanistan on 

22nd June 2022, that demolished tens of houses 

in Paktika and Khost Provinces. The official 

statistics show that 1,163 people (including 155 

children) died and more than 3,600 others were 

injured.  

OPAWC with the generous support of SAWA and 

Australian friends distributed food and hygiene 

packages to the children and families affected by 

the earthquake. 

After a week, the people of this area were once 

again victims of floods and earthquakes. The 

people of these areas were able to build mud 

shelters for themselves by enduring poverty and 

hunger, but they all turned into ruins in the blink of 

an eye. The people affected by the earthquake live 

in the absence of the smallest facilities to survive. 

They do not have access to safe drinking water, 

adequate shelter and food. The Taliban prevent 

any aid delivery in the region and try to transfer all 

the received aid to the city centers under the name 

of distribution to the people and give it to their 

soldiers. 

After traveling for hours from Kabul, we reached 

Paktia, where the flood blocked the passage. The 

huge flood had destroyed the dilapidated roads 

more than before and destroyed the few crops of 

the people who had survived the drought. We saw 

children who were barefoot in the mud struggling 

for their lost hopes to save what was left. After 

hours, we crossed the flood and continued our 

journey at night. The further we went, the more 

difficult it was to cross the roads. Roads and 

houses damaged by years of war and destruction 

can be seen. 

We saw women and children spending their days 

and nights in damp tents without carpets. There 

was no food and the children who were hungry ate 

the grass of the mountains. 

The deprivation and poverty of the people of this 

region is more than words can express. 

Children and women are the most 

effected group in the earthquake 

incident happened in Paktika 

province. As per the observation 

of humanitarian support team of 

OPAWC in site, many women and 

children were in urgent need of 

medical assistance, food and are 

living in open wide and has no 

shelter. This has increased the 

vulnerability of children in this area 

to many diseases.  

HIGHLIGHT: Women and Children in visited Area 
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One of the women who was quietly sitting in 

the corner of the tent saw us and warmly 

smiled to us, with her eyes filled with pain and 

misery. With great sorrow, she said that during 

the earthquake, my baby grandson was in the 

cradle and we could not save him. She spoke 

with tears and aversion. The death of her 

grandson had worsened her condition and 

made her look much older and weaker than 

she was. 

Women have a great number of painful stories 

of this disaster that made each and every one 

of us break into tears. 

Another woman named Gul Banu, broke her 

anger when she spoke and started screaming 

and crying. She was crying loudly and saying 

that she lost her husband during the 

earthquake and now she is living with her 

children without a shelter and a breadwinner. 

She was screaming that how can she raise 

her children in this desert without a roof over 

her head. She said that there seems to be no 

end to our pains and miseries. We do not 

know for which crime we are suffering so 

much. Years of war shattered our lives and 

now poverty will kill our children. 

The unfortunate people there continue their 

lives in despair. 

We left Khost with depressed hearts and 

minds. When we returned to Kabul, we were 

all thinking about the women and children who 

saw us off with mournful eyes. We returned to 

Kabul in silence and pain all the way back. 

Nevertheless, in the quest of prospecting a 

fundamental solution to all these ills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Distribution of food and hygienic items 

to the earthquake affected people in Khost 

Province, Afghanistan (75 Family) 

An earthquake of 6.2 MMS struck southeastern 

regions of Afghanistan on 22nd June 2022, that 

demolished dozens of houses in Paktika and 

Khost Provinces. The official statistics show 

that 1,163 people (including 155 children) lost 

their lives and more than 3,600 others were 

injured. 

OPAWC with the generous support of SAWA 

and its Australian friends and supporters, 

distributed food and hygienic packages to the 

families affected by the earthquake. 

After travelling for hours by road on dirt tracks, 

we reached the affected areas of Khost 

province. The devastating earthquake that has 

turned 35 villages of Paktika and Khost into 

gruesome ruins. 

Although months have passed since the 

earthquake took place, but the people are still 

miserably in shock and their mental state is 

tragically alarming. The people there have 

hopelessly lost literally everything by losing 

their houses. 

Although not much visible in residential areas, 

still the people have not been able to 

reintegrate their houses. After the earthquake, 

people took shelter in tents. They are still using 

the tents that makes them suffer from the 

scorching heat and the sickening cold. 

Some of their tents are wore and torn and don't 

even have carpets or anything to rest on. 

As in any other case, women and children are 

the prime victims of natural disasters. There are 

many pregnant women and a disturbing 

absence of health facilities. Likewise, for the 

countless children who are suffering from 

various diseases. 

Hundreds of families are still living out in the open in the worst-

affected districts (Barmal, Giyan in Paktika province and Spera in 

Khost province). The risk of communicable diseases, such as 

acute watery diarrhea (AWD)/cholera, and malaria remains high 

due to the fragile living conditions in the affected communities. 

HIGHLIGHTS: According to WHO findings; 
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1. Family of earthquake

incident, Khost Province

4,500 homes were damaged (fully or 

partially) in Paktika and Khost provinces, this 

caused children to live in open wide or tents 

which made them vulnerable to many types 

of diseases, they have no access to food or 

drinking water in the area.  

HIGHLIGHTS: According to WHO June 26, 2022 

2. Children in effected area
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One of the women who was sitting in the corner 

of the tent had tears in her eyes when she saw 

us and said with pain and sorrow, “The flood 

came on Friday evening. I was in the farmland 

to collect tomatoes, I realized by the sound of 

my neighbor's scream that the flood has come 

towards our house, I quickly ran towards my 

house. My two-years-old child was sleeping. I 

was so frightened and somehow went to a 

shock that I didn’t realize what was happening? 

I held my child and ran towards the door. The 

gate fell on my head, but I didn’t feel the pain 

because I only thought about my children. We 

all rushed towards to the mountains. When we 

came to our senses, I saw that we had lost all 

our possessions.” 

We went to another tent and there was nothing 

else except the tent. There was no food to eat. 

Hungry and scared children. 

Another woman named Zarghuna was covering 

herself with a piece of cloth. When we sat next 

to her, tears rolled down her eyes and said, 

“What pains should I tell you about? Cold nights 

in the heart of the mountains, sleeping under the 

rain, have made all my children sick, and I am 

also in the process of it. To save my ill husband, 

I was injured and all body is bruised. My children 

are hungry and we have lost all the crops, there 

is no place left to live except the mountains and 

plains. Which pain should I tell you about first? 

Of hunger? pf misfortune? From the waste of 

our lives?” 

She continued, “My wounds were left untreated 

for almost three days, and finally a mobile health 

team of a humanitarian organization helped us.” 

Each of the men and women in the damp tents 

have painful stories of losing all their 

possessions. There was nothing left but tears 

and sighs. 

2.3 Distribution of food packages for flood 

victims in different regions of Afghanistan 

On August 20, severe floods affected the 

people of different regions of Afghanistan. 

People in flooded areas lost their houses, 

crops, and everything. They live in a dire 

situation and have no shelter to live. Floods 

have occurred in areas where the most of their 

livelihood was coming from their farming lands. 

These areas are flat, and the people of the 

mountainous areas come here during the 

harvest season to work on the lands of the 

landowners and earn their winter expenses. 

OPAWC, with the help of kind supporters of 

SAWA, was able to provide food to fifty affected 

families in Logar province, one of the most 

affected areas. 

From Kabul, the closer we got to Khushi District 

where the flood left the most destruction, we 

could see lands that were buried under 

brownish yellow water. Nothing else can be 

seen except for the destruction caused by the 

flood. Floods have destroyed the result and the 

income of a year of hard work and endless 

efforts of the poor peasants. Tears were in our 

eyes when we saw the miseries of people who 

saw nothing but suffering for years. 

When we reached one of the villages in these 

areas, there were no settlements and people 

living in the mountain feet without shelter. 

Arriving at the top of a hill where most people 

camped to be safe from the flood, we saw 

children running happily towards our car 

because the presence of a car means there is 

a source of hope and people with smile in their 

sorrowful faces hugged us. Seeing hungry and 

barefoot children who didn't even have enough, 

you can feel the pain and despair with all your 

heart. When we moved towards the tents, 

people welcomed us with great kindness. We 

were able to distribute food among families with 

the help of people. 

HIGHLIGHTS: According to WHO findings; 

4,500 homes were damaged (fully or 

partially) in Paktika and Khost provinces, this 

caused children to live in open wide or tents 

which made them vulnerable to many types 

of diseases, they have no access to food or 

drinking water in the area.  
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Ms. Parwana is the Executive Director of OPAWC. 

Miss. Sara is the new program manager. She started working on 

August 1st. she has the general responsibility of all projects. she is 

also responsible for reporting to donors including financial reporting 

to donors.  

Mr Ali is financial officer of VTC. He prepares 

the financial report for government, accounts for salaries, paying 

taxes and etc. 

Ms. Homa is the manager of VTC. she has managed a public school for 

many years and now we are grateful to have her intensive experience 

in our VTC.  

Miss. Nilofer is our literacy teacher and she is trained by Department 

of Literacy of Ministry of Education of Afghanistan. She is well 

experienced in her field. 

Ms. Shokofa is our sewing teacher. She has attended sewing training 

courses in several vocational training centers. Now she is a good and 

skilled tailoring instructor. 

Ms. Breshna is our English teacher. She has studied English in one of 

the centers called Star. she has taught the girls properly in a short 

period of time and well prepared students for center exams through 

her hard work. 

Miss Parwana and Robica are our children teachers. 

Miss Sauida is the computer trainer who had 

studied computer in many courses. 

Miss Nafisa is the house keeper and responsible for keeping the house 

keep and also make tea for the staff. 

Mr. Aziz is the guard of the center and is responsible for the safety of 

the center. 

Our staff in general are people who have been 

sincere, aspirational, involved, talented, efficient, 

passionate, genuine, strategic to our organization. 

Big thanks for each of them! 

List of Project Staff; 

Ms. Parwana 

Ms. Sara  

Mr. Ali

Ms. Homa

Ms. Nilofer 

Ms. Shokofa 

Ms. Breshna 

Ms. Parwana & Robica 

Ms. Sauida 

Ms. Nafisa 

Mr. Aziz 

2.4 KEY STAFF 
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With takeover of Taliban, we are facing a lot of 

problems. At the beginning, they closed. They 

also tried to confiscate the property of NGOs, 

and we had to move the possessions to a home. 

At the beginning, we conducted our classes 

from homes, and with time, we were able to 

make the center active again. 

Today, the Taliban does not easily allow centers 

to operate that work for women. We tried to have 

all our employees be women so as not to get 

into trouble from the Taliban. Compared to other 

years, we had to keep the number of classes 

small in the beginning so as not to draw 

attention with a lot of mob, and seeing the 

conditions, we created more classes and 

accepted more students because a large 

number of women are interested in coming to 

this center. Making women stay at home by the 

Taliban has made women more interested in 

going out of the house than in the past, and still 

difficult financial conditions make women try to 

work from home by learning different 

professions and earn money. 

2.5 CHALLENGES 

Acute security problems are the biggest known 

challenge to this project. By closing all judicial 

institutions on women, the Taliban has led to an 

unprecedented increase in the problems of 

violence against women and has caused women 

throughout the country to be under the burden of 

domestic violence by being deprived of literacy. 

Because of this, Afghan women need more help 

than ever, and this has caused the number of 

those who need it, and compared to those we can 

take care of due to budget limitations, there is still 

a deep and big difference. The sudden increase 

in underage marriages and unprecedented 

economic problems have turned the country into 

a living hell on earth. 

Also, the government institutions of the Taliban 

government do not cooperate with humanitarian 

institutions and behave inappropriately. We have 

been informed that all the human rights 

institutions in Afghanistan are facing this 

challenge and most of the time the Taliban are 

demanding rights from them or creating problems 

on the way. 

The threat to the institutions has increased very 

much in the last year and we have received 

information from our partner institutions that the 

Taliban have seized all the properties of their 

institutions and do not allow them to operate and 

they are accused of being foreign spies or their 

activities. In their view, they have condemned the 

non-religious. But we have gained more 

experience than ever and remained stronger in 

this difficult situation. 
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Table  note: Financial Information table, shows budgeted amount versus expenses reported under this project till date. 

Uni t  Cost  Frequency Total  (Budget)
Expenses t i l l  

date

Balance 

(Budget  & 

Actual)

1 . Overhead / I ndi rect  Costs

1.1 Admin Personnel AFN 16,000 12 AFN 192,000.00 AFN 116,000.00 AFN 76,000.00

1.2 Office Operating Costs AFN 20,000 12 AFN 240,000.00 AFN 183,500.00 AFN 56,500.00

2. Project  Program Costs

2.1 Project Manager AFN 20,000 11 AFN 220,000 AFN 80,000.00 AFN 140,000.00

2.2 English Teacher AFN 16,000 10 AFN 160,000 AFN 64,000.00 AFN 96,000.00

2.3 Computer Teacher AFN 16,000 10 AFN 160,000 AFN 64,000.00 AFN 96,000.00

2.4 Handicraft Trainer AFN 16,000 10 AFN 160,000 AFN 48,000.00 AFN 112,000.00

2.5 Literacy Teacher AFN 12,000 10 AFN 120,000 AFN 48,000.00 AFN 72,000.00

2.6 Housekeeper AFN 12,000 10 AFN 120,000 AFN 48,000.00 AFN 72,000.00

2.7 Guard / Watchman AFN 12,000 12 AFN 144,000 AFN 72,000.00 AFN 72,000.00

2.8 Teacher for Children AFN 12,000 10 AFN 120,000 AFN 96,000.00 AFN 24,000.00

3 . Project  Program Suppl i es

3.1 General Supplies and Materials 32000 11 352000 55595 AFN 296,405.00

3.2 Communication (Internet and phone) 4800 12 57600 27030 AFN 30,570.00

3.3 Utilities 14000 12 168000 10118 AFN 157,882.00

3.4 Transportation 6000 12 72000 29700 AFN 42,300.00

3.5 House Rent 40000 12 480000 240000 AFN 240,000.00

3.6 Refreshment for Children 8000 10 80000 70820 AFN 9,180.00

3.7 Stationary for Children 16000 10 160000 53200 AFN 106,800.00

4. Project  Program Equi pment

4.1

Lecture Chapters and Books and 

notebooks for (English, Computer and 

literacy classes)

15480 12 185760 74000 AFN 111,760.00

4.2 Computer & Electronics 40000 12 480000 154000 AFN 326,000.00

4.3 Table and chairs and other equipment 80000 1 80000 80000 AFN 0.00

4.4 Miscellaneous  costs 400000 1 400000 106000 AFN 294,000.00

2.6 PROJECT FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
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5. PROJECT PHOTO-GALLERY

Literacy course students 

Literacy course students 

Literacy course students 
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Children in Paktika after earth-quake incident 

Children in Paktika after earth-quake 

incident lost their shelter and living in open 

wide
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Children in the VTC centre. 

Children in the VTC centre. 

Children in the VTC centre. 
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 English & Computer Class 

English & Computer Class 
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END NOTE 

 We express our gratitude to our donor – 

(SAWA), Australia who gave us financial 

support so that we can implement all 

these successful programs for Afghan 

women and children and has acted 

urgently with special cooperation from 

SAWA on delivering humanitarian aid to 

the people of Afghanistan in times of 

great need.  

SINCE 2003 



Financial Report
Report for 2021/22 
Income and Expenditure show the total financial activity.  
Support payments to Afghanistan were transferred in US dollars through Etemad Financial Services. 1 

________________________________________________________________________________

Account overview 

Bank balance brought forward (30/6/2021)     $   48749.40 
Total income (includes $35.09 interest)     $   72333.51 
Transfer to Afghanistan for VTC - $   28732.48
Payment to Mahboba’s Promise  - $    2,000.00
Other expenditure (including auditor fee) - $  16,673.68
SAWA-Australia (SA) bank balance at 30 June 2022 $  73,676.75 2

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Income and expenses by source and destination 

Income Expenses by destination 
Account balance on 1/7/2020 $48,749.40 Support sent to Afghanistan - OPAWC - VTC 

from SAWA (SA) 
Donations and memberships via GiveNow 3 January 2022 $7,249.08 

Literacy and Vocational Training (VTC) $4852.04 May 2022 $7,299.00 

June 2022 $14,184.40 
Teacher Sponsorship $1830.07 Support sent to Afghanistan - other charities 

Rural Education Centre (SAWA- NSW)4 $8574,50 Mahboba’s Promise $2,000.00 

Total income GiveNow: $15256.61 Total payments to Afghanistan $30,732.48 

Donations and memberships 
via bank and other5 

$54,506.67 Expenses in Australia 

Payment to SAWA - NSW    $9658.58 

Events Computing web hosting and domain 
registration  

$260.49 

Marc Isaacs 6 $404.50 Website support $517.00 
In the Tracks of the Cameleer7 $663.00 Auditor $200.00 

Books and merchandise $1432.55 Purchase of SAWA bags. / PO Box, 
postage, Tyro fees, other (unknown direct 
debit - reimbursed ($4587.95)) 

$5557.61 

Payment to Rumi Palace _ AGM dinner $480.00 

Bank interest $35.09 Total expenses in Australia $ 16,673.68 

Overall income for 2021/22 $ 72,298.42 Overall expenditure for 2020/21 $47,406.16 



Support Association for the Women of Afghanistan (SA) 

Annual Report 2020/21 2 

Notes: 
1 Most Australian banks do not allow money transfer to Afghanistan. SAWA-Australia (SA) 

has used ANZ bank as of February 2020; however, after the takeover of Afghanistan by the 
Taliban it has been very different for people to take money out of the money. Transfers 
made through Etemad Financial Services are easily accessible in Afghanistan. 

2 SAWA-Australia (SA) sends funds to Afghanistan at the beginning of the calendar year but 
operates on Australia's financial year. The bank balance at the end of June 2022 therefore 
represents part of the funds that will be sent to Afghanistan in 2022/2023 financial year. 

3 Donations received online through www.givenow.com.au. 
4 SAWA-Australia (SA) collects donations for SAWA NSW through GiveNow and forwards 

this money to them at the end of the financial year. 
5 Donations received through cheque, direct bank deposit into the SAWA-Australia (SA) 
Bendigo Bank account, and PayPal. 

6 Kabul Peace House presentation by author Mark Isaacs 31 March 2022 
7 Pamela Rajkowski gave a presentation In the Tracks of the Camelmen 26 June 2022 

SAWA-Australia (SA) 
PO Box 44 

Dernancourt 5075 SA 

www.sawa-australia.org 

info@sawa-

australia.org 

Bendigo Bank Adelaide 

BSB: 633-000 

Account: 126035633  

ABN: 73 162 014 759  
Licence No. CCP1699  

Secretary: vacant         Convener: Maureen Arnott         Treasurer: Carol Shamsabadi 
 Committee: Ruth Redfern, Margaret Gadd, Julie Irwin, Farahnaz Haidari, Mursal Nazari, Jill 

 Brooking, Marie Christodulaki 
Public Officer: Julie Irwin 

http://www.givenow.com.au/
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